Abstract-The Groove Gap Waveguide (GGW) may be a suitable alternative to rectangular waveguide (RWG) to implement the mm-wave components since this waveguide is formed by two separated pieces, hence avoiding the necessity of ensuring a proper metal contact, which is challenging at these frequencies. Nevertheless, the commonly used equivalence between GGW and RWG results rough, and expensive full-wave simulations are usually required, complicating the design task. This works presents a frequency-dependent equivalence between both waveguides. By using this equivalence a fast and accurate analysis the GGW can be performed with additional physical insight.
I. INTRODUCTION
Component design results challenging at mm-wave frequencies due to the high dielectric absorption and response degradation caused by bad metal contact between pieces, which is difficult to ensure, in the proper grade of perfection, for such small wavelengths. Gap waveguides were proposed recently as a topology that overcome these problems [1] . Concretely, Groove Gap Waveguide (GGW), Fig. 1 , acts in a similar manner to rectangular waveguide (RWG). However, since the former achieves waveguiding with two separated metal pieces, the problem of metal contact is totally avoided.
The behavior of the GGW is achieved by means of a periodic structure of square metal pins which produces a PMC condition over them. By placing a metal plate at a distance h a < λ/4, no wave can propagate (red zones of Fig. 1 ). If a channel with no pins (green zone of Fig. 1 ) is created, a waveguide is formed. The periodic structure can be truncated after the third row of pins without lose of performance [2] .
Potential of GGW has been proved through several designs including Q-band slot arrays [3] , V-band narrow-band filters [4] , or W-band resonator and couplers [5] , among others. However, the design task results time consuming due to the required full-wave optimization of a structure with noticeable geometrical complexity.
Previously, direct equivalence between GGW and RWG of same channel dimensions has been assumed [6] . However, this results in a rough approximation, which is rarely useful in the design process. Other analysis methods which consider homogenization of the periodic structure have been also proposed [7] . However, these methods are not applicable for the usual periodic lattice dimensions, comparable to the wavelength. Furthermore the effects of varying the lattice parameters are lost by the homogenization process. This work presents an efficient method of analysis, able to establish the proper equivalence between GGW and RGW by taking into account the periodic structure influence. Since the RGW is a well-known structure, this equivalence can be used to explain the particular GGW characteristics with simplicity and good physical insight. Efficiency of the presented methods is shown, and good accuracy is validated with both, full-wave simulations and experimental measurements.
II. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN GGW AND RWG

A. Analysis Method
Let consider the GGW structure but with transverse propagation, i. e, alongx. Under this assumption, one has a parallelplate waveguide (PPW) which, from a certain reference plane, has a region with pins, see Fig. 2 . At this plane, it makes sense to consider an input impedance Z l . The same impedance would be obtained if instead of the pin region, a shorted stub of certain length is placed there. By means of transmission line theory, this length is l: 
where β p is the propagation constant of the PPW formed by the top and bottom metal planes of the GGW and Z ln is the normalization of Z l respect to Z 0 , the impedance of the PPW. Considering now the waveguide with propagation in the axial directionẑ, a virtual rectangular waveguide is obtained when the lateral pin regions are replaced with the corresponding stub, see Fig. 2(a) . Thus, known Z ln , an equivalent RWG, with width a = a + 2l is obtained.
To calculate Z ln , the structure shown in Fig. 2(b) is simulated. Only one side of pins is considered due to symmetry. Periodicity is taken in account through two lateral PMC walls. Since the structure is lossless, Z ln is a reactance and by Foster Theorem, increase monotonically with the frequency and, by (1), also l. Thus, the equivalent of GGW is a RWG which width, a = a + 2l(f ), increases with the frequency.
B. Simulated results and experimental validation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed equivalent, a Q-band designed GGW is considered. The geometrical parameters are (see Fig. 1 ) h p = 2.4 mm w = 0.3 mm, p = 0.9 mm, h a = 0.375 mm and a = 4.08 mm. Propagation and attenuation constants α and β, corresponding to above and below cutoff regions, respectively, have been calculated through full-wave simulations using CST in two ways: solving the field inside of a finite length GGW, and solving a eigenvalue problem for a period of the GGW (this option gives only results for β). Also, a TRL calibration kit has been designed and manufactured to obtain experimentally the GGW dispersion curves.
All these dispersion curves are plotted together in Fig. 5 , where also the dispersion curves of an a = 4.08 mm are displayed for comparison. As can be observed, the RWG direct equivalent is only valid for high frequencies in the above cutoff region. The solid red curve, corresponding to the method presented here, is calculated analytically with RWG formulas, using the appropriated width a at each frequency. The good accuracy between all simulations and experimental results validate the proposed equivalent, which results clearly more efficient computationally: 58 times faster than solving a finite length GGW and 176 times faster than solving the eigenvalue problem. 
III. CONCLUSIONS
The direct equivalent correspondence assumed between GGW and rectangular waveguide, results in a rough approximation providing accurate results only for some specific cases. By calculation of the lateral impedance produced by the lateral pin regions, an improved equivalent can be developed. This model takes into account the frequency-dependent response of the pin regions, giving accurate results for the dispersion curves of the GGW. The obtained results indicate that GGW is equivalent to a RWG which width grows with the frequency. Full-wave simulations and experimental measurements validate the presented equivalent, which allows a noticeable faster analysis process. Design and optimization of GGW components and dispersion engineering with the GGW are potential uses of this equivalent.
